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Abstract

We present a new cross-lingual information re-001
trieval (CLIR) system trained using multi-stage002
knowledge distillation (KD). The teacher re-003
lies on a highly effective but expensive two-004
stage process consisting of query translation005
and monolingual IR, while the student exe-006
cutes a single CLIR step. We teach the stu-007
dent powerful multilingual encoding as well008
as CLIR by optimizing two corresponding KD009
objectives. Learning useful non-English rep-010
resentations from an English-only retriever is011
accomplished through a cross-lingual token012
alignment algorithm that relies on the repre-013
sentation capabilities of the underlying mul-014
tilingual language model. In both in-domain015
and zero-shot evaluation, the proposed method016
demonstrates far superior accuracy over direct017
fine-tuning with labeled CLIR data. One of our018
systems is also the current best single-model019
system on the XOR-TyDi leaderboard.020

1 Introduction021

Multilingual models are critical for the democra-022

tization of AI. Cross-lingual information retrieval023

(CLIR) (Braschler et al., 1999; Shakery and Zhai,024

2013; Jiang et al., 2020; Asai et al., 2021a), for ex-025

ample, can find relevant text in a high-resource lan-026

guage such as English even when the query is posed027

in a different, possibly low-resource, language. In028

this work, we develop useful CLIR models for this029

constrained, yet important, setting where a retrieval030

corpus is available only in a single high-resource031

language (English in our experiments).032

A straightforward solution to this problem can033

be based on machine translation (MT) of the query034

into English, followed by English IR (Asai et al.,035

2021a). While this two-stage process is capable036

of providing accurate predictions, an alternative037

end-to-end approach that can tackle the problem038

purely cross-lingually, i.e., without involving MT,039

would clearly be more efficient and cost-effective.040

Pre-trained multilingual masked language models041

(PLMs) such as multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 042

2019) or XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) (Conneau et al., 043

2020) can provide the foundation for such an ap- 044

proach, as one can simply fine-tune a PLM with 045

labeled CLIR data (Asai et al., 2021b). 046

Here we first run an empirical evaluation of these 047

two approaches on a public CLIR benchmark (Asai 048

et al., 2021a), which includes both in-domain and 049

zero-shot out-of-domain tests. We use ColBERT 050

(Khattab and Zaharia, 2020; Khattab et al., 2021) 051

as our IR architecture1 and XLM-R as the underly- 052

ing PLM for both methods (§2). Results indicate 053

that the MT-based solution can be vastly more ef- 054

fective than CLIR fine-tuning, with observed dif- 055

ferences in Recall@5kt of 22.2–28.6 points (§3). 056

Crucially, the modular design of the former allows 057

it to leverage additional English-only training data 058

for its IR component, providing significant boosts 059

to its results. 060

The above findings lead naturally to the cen- 061

tral research question of this paper: Can a high- 062

performance CLIR model be trained that can op- 063

erate without having to rely on MT? To answer 064

the question, instead of viewing the MT-based ap- 065

proach as a competing one, we propose to leverage 066

its strength via knowledge distillation (KD) into an 067

end-to-end CLIR model. KD (Hinton et al., 2014) is 068

a powerful supervision technique typically used to 069

distill the knowledge of a large teacher model about 070

some task into a smaller student model (Mukher- 071

jee and Awadallah, 2020; Turc et al., 2020). Here 072

we propose to use it in a slightly different con- 073

text, where the teacher and the student retriever 074

are identical in size, but the former has superior 075

performance simply due to utilizing MT output and 076

consequently operating in a high-resource and low- 077

difficulty monolingual environment. 078

We run two independent KD operations (§2.2). 079

One directly optimizes an IR objective by utiliz- 080

1Due to its state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance, outper-
forming recent models such as DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020).
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Figure 1: Relevance score distillation. The teacher is shown all-English triples while the student’s query input is
non-English. Training minimizes the student’s KL divergence from the teacher’s output softmax distribution over
Sq,d+ and Sq,d− (τ is the temperature).

ing labeled CLIR data: parallel questions (English081

and non-English) and corresponding relevant and082

non-relevant English passages. The teacher and083

the student are shown the English and non-English084

versions of the questions, respectively; the train-085

ing objective is for the student to match the soft086

query-passage relevance predictions of the teacher.087

The second KD task is representation learning from088

parallel text, where the student learns to encode a089

non-English text in a way that matches the teacher’s090

encoding of the aligned English text, at the token091

level. The cross-lingual token alignment needed to092

create the training data for this task is generated093

using a greedy alignment process that exploits the094

PLM’s multilingual representations.095

In our experiments on the XOR-TyDi dataset096

(Asai et al., 2021a), the KD student outperforms the097

fine-tuned ColBERT baseline by 25.4 (in-domain)098

and 14.9 (zero-shot) Recall@5kt, recovering much099

of the performance loss from the MT-based solu-100

tion. It is also the best single-model system on the101

XOR-TyDi leaderboard2 at the time of this writ-102

ing. Ablation studies show that each of our two KD103

processes contribute significantly towards the final104

performance of the student model.105

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:106

(1) We present an empirical study of the effective-107

ness of a SOTA IR method (ColBERT) on cross-108

lingual IR with and without MT. (2) We propose a109

novel end-to-end cross-lingual solution that uses110

knowledge distillation to learn both improved text111

representation and retrieval. (3) We demonstrate112

with a new cross-lingual alignment algorithm that113

distillation using parallel text can strongly aug-114

ment cross-lingual IR training. (4) We achieve new115

single-model SOTA results on XOR-TyDi.116

2https://nlp.cs.washington.edu/xorqa/

2 Method 117

Here we first describe our base IR architecture 118

(ColBERT) and then the proposed KD-based cross- 119

lingual training algorithms. 120

2.1 The ColBERT Model 121

ColBERT (Khattab and Zaharia, 2020) employs a 122

transformer-based encoder to separately encode 123

the input query and document, followed by a lin- 124

ear compression layer. Each training instance is 125

a <q, d+, d−> triple, where q is a query, d+ is a 126

positive (relevant) document and d− is a negative 127

(non-relevant) document. A relevance score Sq,d 128

for the pair (q, d) is first computed using Eq. 1, 129

where d ∈ {d+, d−} and Eqi and Edj are the out- 130

put embeddings of query token qi and document 131

token dj , respectively. For a given training triple, 132

a cross-entropy loss is minimized for the softmax 133

over Sq,d+ and Sq,d− . 134

Sq,d :=
∑
i∈[|q|]

maxj∈[|d|]Eqi · ET
dj (1)

For inference, the embeddings of all documents 135

are calculated a priori, while the query embeddings 136

and the relevance score are computed at runtime. 137

2.2 Knowledge Distillation 138

Our teacher and student are both ColBERT mod- 139

els that fine-tune the same underlying multilin- 140

gual PLM for IR. The teacher is first trained with 141

all-English triples using the procedure of §2.1. The 142

goal of the subsequent KD training is to teach 143

the student how to reproduce the behavior of this 144

teacher, provided that it sees non-English questions 145

while the teacher sees English questions. 146

We apply KD at two different stages of the 147

ColBERT workflow: (1) relevance score computa- 148
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Input:
vT : Teacher’s output representation of tokenized

English (EN) text.
vS : Student’s representation of parallel non-EN text.
Output:
v
(a)
T : Reordered teacher output embeddings to reflect
position-wise alignment with vS .

Procedure:
DM ← cosine_distance(vT , vS) //matrix
//get index pairs to swap in vT
swaps← [ ]
for row in rows(DM) do

//loop runs |vT | times
minV alue← min(DM)
i, j ← index_of(minV alue)
//swap rows i and j
DM [[i, j], :] = DM [[j, i], :]
//set row j and column j to +∞
DM [j, :]← +∞
DM [:, j]← +∞
swaps.append((i, j))

end
//swap teacher’s output tokens

v
(a)
T ← vT

for s in swaps do
v
(a)
T [s[0], s[1]]← vT [s[1], s[0]]

end

Algorithm 1: Cross-lingual alignment.

tion (Sq,d in Eq. 1), and (2) encoding (e.g., Eqi).149

Figure 1 depicts the former in detail, where train-150

ing minimizes the KL divergence between the stu-151

dent’s and the teacher’s output softmax distribu-152

tions (with temperature) over Sq,d+ and Sq,d− .153

Labeled training data for CLIR are of limited154

availability, whereas MT, being a more established155

area of research, has produced a large amount of156

parallel text over the years. We seek to exploit par-157

allel corpora in our second KD training stage, where158

we train the student to compute representations for159

non-English texts that closely match the teacher’s160

representations of aligned English texts. Crucially,161

since ColBERT computes a single vector for each162

individual input token (i.e., a PLM vocabulary item)163

and not for the entire input text, our algorithm must164

support distillation at the token level.165

To achieve this, we apply an unsupervised166

cross-lingual alignment algorithm. Assuming167

(ne1, ..., neS) to be the ordered tuple of tokens in a168

non-English text and (e1, ..., eT ) the corresponding169

tuple from the aligned English text, each iteration170

of this algorithm greedily aligns the next (nei, ej)171

pair with the highest cosine similarity of their out-172

put embeddings. Algorithm 1 implements this idea173

by repositioning the teacher’s tokens so that they174

are position-wise aligned with the corresponding175

student tokens. Note that the design choice of us-176

KD	over	indices KD	over	aligned	tokens

Teacher StudentStudent

where where 在哪里

XLM-R	(S)

Linear	Trans.

法国的首都在哪里

XLM-R	(S)

Linear	Trans.
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XLM-R	(T)

Linear	Trans.

Where	is	the	
capital	of	France?

Figure 2: Distillation for representation learning. The
student learns to encode both English and non-English
tokens in context that matches the teacher’s output em-
beddings for corresponding English tokens.

ing a common multilingual PLM in the teacher and 177

the student, even though the former is tasked only 178

with handling English content, is key for the op- 179

eration of this algorithm as it relies on the PLM’s 180

multilingual representation capabilities. 181

In addition to cross-lingual alignment, we also 182

perform a similar KD procedure in which both the 183

teacher and the student are shown the same English 184

text. This step is useful because ColBERT uses a 185

shared encoder for the query and the document, 186

necessitating a student that is able to effectively 187

encode text from both English documents and non- 188

English queries. 189

Using the alignment information, we train the 190

student by minimizing the Euclidean distance be- 191

tween its representation of a token (English or non- 192

English) and the teacher’s representation of the 193

corresponding English token. Figure 2 shows the 194

KD process for representation learning. 195

3 Experiments 196

Setup. Our primary CLIR dataset is XOR-TyDi 197

(Asai et al., 2021a), which contains examples in 198

seven typologically diverse languages: Arabic (Ar), 199

Bengali (Bn), Finnish (Fi), Japanese (Ja), Korean 200

(Ko), Russian (Ru) and Telugu (Te). For standard 201

in-domain experiments, we use a train-dev-test split 202

of this dataset. There are 2,113 questions in the 203

test set. For zero-shot experiments, we use the 204

MKQA (Longpre et al., 2020) dataset for train- 205

ing and validation, and the following shared lan- 206

guages in the XOR-TyDi test set for evaluation: 207

Ar, Fi, Ja, Ko and Ru. Both training sets contain 208

English questions and their human translations in 209

the other languages, their short answers and corre- 210

sponding relevant (positive) and non-relevant (neg- 211

ative) Wikipedia snippets. Additionally, we use the 212
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System R@5kt
With target-domain supervision:

ColBERTCL: ft(XOR) 32.9
ColBERTEN+CL: ft(NQ)→ ft(XOR) 47.7
Teacher: MT + ColBERTEN 76.3
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDXOR 73.1

Zero-shot:
ColBERTCL: ft(MKQA) 23.6
ColBERTEN+CL: ft(NQ)→ ft(MKQA) 46.9
Teacher: MT + ColBERTEN 69.1
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDMKQA 61.8

Table 1: Performance on XOR-TyDi. ft: fine-tuning;
NQ: the OpenNQ dataset; PC: parallel corpus. Direct
fine-tuning of ColBERT with IR triples underperforms
MT + English IR by 22.2–28.6 points; our KD-based
method closes this gap by 67.1%–88.8%.

OpenNQ (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) training set for213

English pre-training of the baseline model. Further214

details on data pre-processing, the final training215

sets and the optimal hyperparameter configurations216

are provided in Appendix A.1 and A.2.217

The CLIR baseline used in our experiments is a218

ColBERT model with an XLM-R PLM, which we219

iteratively fine-tune first on English and then on220

cross-lingual IR triples for optimal performance.221

Our student model is initialized with the parameter222

weights of this baseline, and is further fine-tuned223

using the two KD objectives. As the KD teacher, we224

train a model on only English triples, as stated225

before. During evaluation, it is given machine-226

translated questions that come with the XOR-TyDi227

dataset. Appendix A.1 contains more details on the228

supervision of these models.229

Our evaluation metric is Recall at 5000 tokens230

(R@5kt) (Asai et al., 2021a), which computes the231

fraction of questions for which the ground truth232

short answer is contained within the top 5,000 to-233

kens of the retrieved passages. Appendix A.3 also234

presents R@2kt results.235

Evaluation. Table 1 compares the performance236

of our models measured by their R@5kt scores.237

First, we observe that pre-training the baseline238

model on English IR triples from the OpenNQ239

dataset (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) substantially240

boosts its performance in both in-domain and zero-241

shot settings. However, it still underperforms the242

MT + English IR pipeline by 28.6 and 26.5 points,243

respectively. The proposed KD-based procedure,244

first with the parallel corpus (for representation245

learning) and then with the IR triples (for CLIR),246

achieves an overall improvement of 25.4 points247

for the baseline model in in-domain evaluation,248

which, quite impressively, is only 3.2 points be-249

System R@5kt
With target-domain supervision:

ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDXOR 73.1
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC 68.6
ColBERTEN+CL → KDXOR 63.6
ColBERTEN+CL 47.7

Zero-shot:
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDMKQA 61.8
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC 55.9
ColBERTEN+CL → KDMKQA 49.3
ColBERTEN+CL 46.9

Table 2: Ablation study results. KD with parallel corpus
(KDPC) and IR triples (KDXOR) both play key roles in
our student model. Interestingly, the former has a more
positive impact on its performance.

hind the teacher’s score. In the zero-shot setting, 250

we again observe a sizable gain of 14.9 points. We 251

present more fine-grained per-language results in 252

Appendix A.4. 253

Leaderboard Submission. Our KD student of Ta- 254

ble 4 row 4, trained on XOR-TyDi and submitted 255

under the name CHIMAERAS B, is the best single- 256

model system on the official XOR-TyDi leader- 257

board at the time of this writing. Please see Ap- 258

pendix A.5 for further details. 259

Ablation Study. We train two more student mod- 260

els, each of which goes through only one of the two 261

KD training steps. Table 2 summarizes the results: 262

KD with only CLIR examples and with only the par- 263

allel corpus improves the system’s score by 15.9 264

and 20.9 points, respectively with target-domain 265

supervision. Interestingly, although the parallel cor- 266

pus does not provide any IR signal, it contributes 267

more to the final performance of the model. These 268

results also confirm that our cross-lingual align- 269

ment algorithm indeed produces useful alignments. 270

4 Conclusion 271

We train highly effective end-to-end cross-lingual 272

IR models by distilling the knowledge of an En- 273

glish retriever. We propose separate processes to 274

teach IR and multilingual text representations, and 275

present for the latter a cross-lingual alignment al- 276

gorithm that only relies on the underlying masked 277

language model’s multilingual representation ca- 278

pabilities. Supervised and zero-shot evaluations 279

show that our model recovers much of the perfor- 280

mance lost due to operating in an efficient cross- 281

lingual mode. Our KD-based method also yields 282

new single-model SOTA results on the XOR-TyDi 283

benchmark. Future work will explore IR on unseen 284

languages and evaluation on additional datasets. 285
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5 Ethics286

5.1 Limitations287

We show the effectiveness of multi-stage knowl-288

edge distillation and cross-lingual token alignment289

in training a cross-lingual information retrieval sys-290

tem. We believe that it can be transferred to more291

datasets and languages, but here we only show292

proof of concept for the XOR-TyDi and MKQA293

datasets and the seven languages mentioned in the294

manuscript.295

5.2 Risks296

The intent of this work is to develop a new method297

for high-performance cross-lingual information re-298

trieval. It is possible that a malicious user could299

try to attack the system by providing poor or offen-300

sive training data. We do not support it being used301

in such a manner. The risks of our system are the302

same as other NLP systems and we do not believe303

we introduce any additional risk.304
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A Appendix370

A.1 Data Pre-processing371

The official XOR-TyDi training set consists of372

15,221 natural language queries, their short an-373

swers, and examples of corresponding relevant374

(positive) and non-relevant (negative) Wikipedia375

snippets. For most queries, there are one positive376

and three negative examples. We remove the 1,699377

(11%) questions that have no answers in the dataset.378

A random selection of 90% of the remaining exam-379

ples is used for training and the rest for validation.380

Following the original XOR-TyDi process, we381

also obtain additional training examples by running382

BM25-based retrieval against a Wikipedia corpus383

and using answer string match as the relevance cri-384

terion. These examples are added to the original set385

to obtain three positive and 100 negative examples386

per query. As the blind test set for final evaluation,387

we use the 2,113 questions in the official XOR-388

TyDi dev set.389

Our monolingual (English) training data of390

about 17.5M triples are derived from the third391

fine-tuning round (ColBERT-QA3) of ColBERT392

relevance-guided supervision (Khattab et al., 2021)393

with OpenNQ data (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). The394

parallel corpus used in our KD experiments for395

representation learning is constructed from three396

different sources: (1) an in-house crawl of Korean,397

(2) LDC releases (Arabic), and (3) OPUS3. The398

corpus has a total of 6.9M passage pairs which in-399

clude .9M pairs in Telugu and 1M pairs in each of400

the other six languages.401

For zero-shot experiments, the training examples402

are derived from MKQA (Longpre et al., 2020),403

which consists of 10k queries selected from NQ,404

human translated into 25 additional languages, five405

of which overlap with XOR-TyDI: Ar, Fi, Ja, Ko406

and Ru. We construct training data (triples) from407

2,037 queries translated into these five languages408

for which there are corresponding positive and neg-409

ative passages in the OpenNQ dataset. For each of410

the five languages, there are 519k triples for a total411

of 2.6M triples. We set aside 200 queries translated412

into the 5 languages for a total of 1,000 queries as413

a development set. We remove all MKQA queries414

from the OpenNQ training data for these experi-415

ments.416

The CLIR baseline for our experiments is a417

ColBERT model with an XLM-R PLM, which we418

3https://opus.nlpl.eu

first fine-tune with 17.5M NQ examples for one 419

epoch and then 2.9M XOR-TyDi triples for five 420

epochs. Our student model is initialized with the 421

parameter weights of the baseline, and is further 422

fine-tuned using the two KD objectives. The mono- 423

lingual teacher model—also a ColBERT model run- 424

ning on top of the pre-trained XLM-R—is trained 425

with only the 17.5M NQ triples for one epoch. 426

A.2 Model Selection 427

All the models were trained with single Nvidia 428

A100 GPU. The longest training time for a single 429

model was less than 200 hours. Following are the 430

final hyperparameter configurations of our different 431

models. They were selected based on the respective 432

validation sets performance. 433

Hyperparameter Value
Standard ColBERT hyperparameters:
batch size 192
gradient accumulation steps 6
linear compression dim 128
query maxlen 32
document maxlen 180

Target-domain supervision
Baseline model:
lr (NQ) 1.5e-6
lr (XOR) 6e-6
# Epochs (NQ) 1
# Epochs (XOR) 5
Knowledge distillation:
loss function (XOR) KLDiv
loss function (Parallel corpus) MSE
KD temperature (XOR) 2
lr (XOR) 6e-6
lr (Parallel corpus) 4.8e-5
# Epochs (XOR) 5
# Epochs (Parallel corpus) 2

Zero-shot
Baseline model:
lr (NQ) 1.5e-6
lr (MKQA) 6e-6
# Epochs (NQ) 1
# Epochs (MKQA) 1
Knowledge distillation:
loss function (MKQA) KLDiv
loss function (Parallel corpus) MSE
KD temperature (MKQA) 1
lr (MKQA) 3e-7
lr (Parallel corpus) 2.4e-5
# Epochs (MKQA) 1
# Epochs (Parallel corpus) 2

Table 3: Hyperparameters used in our test set runs.

A.3 R@2kt Results 434

In Table 4, we present results for R@2kt which 435

evaluates a smaller subset of the top retrievals than 436

R@5kt. The general pattern in these results is very 437

6
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System R@2kt
With target-domain supervision:

ColBERTCL: ft(XOR) 23.9
ColBERTEN+CL: ft(NQ)→ ft(XOR) 38.1
Teacher: MT + ColBERTEN 70.5
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDXOR 66.0

Zero-shot:
ColBERTCL: ft(MKQA) 16.7
ColBERTEN+CL: ft(NQ)→ ft(MKQA) 38.7
Teacher: MT + ColBERTEN 62.7
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDMKQA 54.3

Table 4: Performance on XOR-TyDi in terms of R@2kt.
ft: fine-tuning; NQ: the OpenNQ dataset; PC: parallel
corpus; KD: knowledge distillation.

System R@2kt
With target-domain supervision:

ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDXOR 66.0
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC 60.6
ColBERTEN+CL → KDXOR 56.6
ColBERTEN+CL 38.1

Zero-shot:
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC → KDMKQA 54.3
ColBERTEN+CL → KDPC 47.7
ColBERTEN+CL → KDMKQA 40.9
ColBERTEN+CL 38.7

Table 5: Ablation study results for R@2kt.

similar to that for R@5kt: the student model closes438

much of the performance gap between the teacher439

and the baseline in both settings. Table 5 also shows440

the R@2kt results of the ablation study, which is441

again similar to the R@5kt results of Table 2.442

A.4 Results on Individual Languages443

Table 6 compares the performance (R@5kt) of our444

KD student with that of the baseline CLIR model on445

each individual language. In both settings, i.e., with446

and without target-domain supervision, the student447

consistently outperforms the baseline, with large448

gains across all languages. These results point to449

the robustness of our approach, stemming from the450

individual strengths of MT, English IR and KD.451

A.5 Leaderboard Submission452

We anonymously submitted the official XOR-TyDi453

test set predictions of the KD student of Table 1454

row 4 to the XOR-TyDi leaderboard4, under the455

model name CHIMAERAS B. Since our parallel456

corpus extraction process relies on in-house source457

code that is not publicly available, we submitted458

to the “Systems using External APIs” category. It459

should be noted here though that our approach is460

not dependent on any specific extraction algorithm;461

4https://nlp.cs.washington.edu/xorqa/

Language Baseline KD Student
Target-domain supervision:
Te 63.0 83.2
Bn 53.3 85.9
Fi 49.4 69.4
Ja 39.4 65.1
Ko 44.9 68.8
Ru 39.2 68.8
Ar 44.3 70.2
Avg 47.7 73.1

Zero-shot:
Fi 55.4 66.9
Ja 44.0 58.5
Ko 48.4 62.8
Ru 41.4 57.8
Ar 45.3 61.8
Avg 46.9 61.8

Table 6: R@5kt scores for in-domain and zero-shot
evaluation on individual languages. Baseline for the
target-domain experiment: ColBERTEN+CL: ft(NQ)
→ ft(XOR). Baseline for the zero-shot experiment:
ColBERTEN+CL: ft(NQ)→ ft(MKQA)

we used an existing parallel corpus originally cre- 462

ated for a different purpose simply for convenience. 463

CHIMAERAS B, at the time of this writing, is the 464

best single-model system on the leaderboard, out- 465

performed only by a ColBERT ensemble that also 466

uses MT. Crucially, all other submitted systems 467

under the External APIs category rely on MT at de- 468

coding time, avoiding which is one of the primary 469

goals of our work. 470

A.6 Qualitative Analysis 471

To find out what exact weaknesses of the baseline 472

model the proposed method helps to address, we ex- 473

amine thirty random zero-shot test examples where 474

the baseline fails to retrieve the correct answer in 475

the top 5k tokens, but the KD student succeeds 476

within the top 3 passages. We show four examples 477

in Table 7 with human translations of the original 478

non-English questions. The vast majority of our 479

observed cases are related to weak cross-lingual 480

encoding on the baseline model’s part, where at 481

least one important non-English word/entity in the 482

question seems to be incorrectly matched with a 483

similar but different English entity in the passage 484

(e.g., the name of a different place). For the Korean, 485

Russian and Arabic queries in the table, we observe 486

the presence of such topically similar entities (e.g., 487

microwave↔ gamma-ray, Germany↔ places in 488

North America). Much more rarely, we see cases 489

similar to the Japanese query where the retrieved 490

passage is completely off-topic. 491
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Korean Query:우주마이크로파배경은누가처음발견했나요?
English Translation: Who first discovered the cosmic microwave background?
Answer: Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson
Baseline Top Passage: History of gamma-ray burst research The history of gamma-ray began with the serendipi-
tous detection of a gamma-ray burst (GRB) on July 2, 1967, by the U.S. Vela satellites. After these satellites
detected fifteen other GRBs, Ray Klebesadel of the Los Alamos National Laboratory published the first paper on
the subject, "Observations of Gamma-Ray Bursts of Cosmic Origin". As more and more research was done on
these mysterious events, hundreds of models were developed in an attempt to explain their origins. Gamma-ray
bursts were discovered in the late 1960s by the U.S. Vela nuclear test detection satellites. The Velas were built
KD Student Top Passage: project to date, it consists of more than 66 dishes and was built in an international
collaboration by Europe, North America, East Asia and Chile. A major recent focus of microwave radio
astronomy has been mapping the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) discovered in 1964 by radio
astronomers Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson. This faint background radiation, which fills the universe and
is almost the same in all directions, is "relic radiation" from the Big Bang, and is one of the few sources of
information about conditions in the early universe. Due to the expansion and thus cooling of the
Russian Query: В каком сражении участвовал крейсер "Аврора"?
English Translation: What battle did the cruiser Aurora take part in?
Answer: Battle of Tsushima
Baseline Top Passage: Battle of the Arar The Battle of the Arar was fought between the migrating tribes of the
Helvetii, and four Roman legions (Legions VII, VIII, IX "Hispana" and X "Equestris"), under the command of
Gaius Julius Caesar, in 58 BC. This was the first major battle of the Gallic Wars. The Helvetii were a tribe that
originated from what is now Switzerland. Just prior to the battle with Caesar, they had commenced on a mass
migration through Roman Gaul towards the Atlantic coast. At Geneva, the Romans destroyed the wooden bridge
across the Rhone and constructed 19 mi of fortifications.
KD Student Top Passage: ordered back to Asia as part of the Russian 2nd Pacific Squadron, a collection formed
from the Russian Baltic Fleet, under the command of Vice-Admiral Zinovy Rozhestvensky. On the way to the
Far East, "Aurora" sustained light damage from confused friendly fire, which killed the ship’s chaplain and a
sailor, in the Dogger Bank incident. On 27 and 28 May 1905 "Aurora" took part in the Battle of Tsushima, along
with the rest of the Russian squadron. During the battle her captain, Captain 1st rank Eugene R. Yegoryev, and
14 crewmen were killed. The executive officer, Captain of 2nd rank
Japanese Query:抑された記憶を提唱したのは誰
English Translation: Who proposed repressed memory
Answer: Sigmund Freud
Baseline Top Passage: 14 on the charts on another reissue at the end of 1979, and is now regarded as the Moody
Blues signature song by British audiences. In the US, "Nights in White Satin" did not make the "Billboard"
Hot 100 in 1968, although it reached No. 2 on re-release in 1972; "Tuesday Afternoon" was more successful on
initial release stateside, peaking at No. 24 on the Billboard Hot 100. The 1968 follow-up LP, "In Search of the
Lost Chord" included "Legend of a Mind", a song written by Ray Thomas in tribute to LSD guru Timothy Leary
which encompassed a flute
KD Student Top Passage: literary example of traumatic memory that has been repressed by an otherwise healthy
individual, and then recovered." Pope claimed that no entrant had satisfied the criteria. Ross Cheit, a political
scientist at Brown University, cited Nina, a 1786 opera by the French composer Nicolas Dalayrac. The concept
of repressed memory originated with Sigmund Freud in his 1896 essay "Zur Ätiologie der Hysterie" ("On the
etiology of hysteria"). One of the studies published in his essay involved a young woman by the name of Anna O.
Among her many ailments, she suffered from stiff paralysis on the right side of her
Arabic Query: ? AJ
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English Translation: What is the largest region of Germany?
Answer: Bavaria
Baseline Top Passage: the original name of Montana was adopted. Montana is one of the nine Mountain States,
located in the north of the region known as the Western United States. It borders North Dakota and South Dakota
to the east. Wyoming is to the south, Idaho is to the west and southwest, and three Canadian provinces, British
Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan, are to the north. With an area of , Montana is slightly larger than Japan. It
is the fourth largest state in the United States after Alaska, Texas, and California; it is the largest landlocked U.S.
state. The state’s topography is
KD Student Top Passage: Bavaria (; German and Bavarian: "Bayern" ; ), officially the Free State of Bavaria
(German and Bavarian: "Freistaat Bayern" ), is a landlocked federal state of Germany, occupying its southeastern
corner. With an area of 70,550.19 square kilometres (27,200 sq mi), Bavaria is the largest German state by land
area. Its territory comprises roughly a fifth of the total land area of Germany. With 13 million inhabitants, it is
Germany’s second-most-populous state after North Rhine-Westphalia. Bavaria’s capital and largest city, Munich,
is the third-largest city in Germany. The history of Bavaria stretches from its earliest settlement and formation as

Table 7: Examples of cases where the baseline model fails to retrieve a relevant passage but the KD
student succeeds within top 3. We only show the top retrieval for each system. Most errors are related
to potential word/entity mistranslations, the only exception being the Japanese query where the issue
is a weaker understanding of the passage content.
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